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An Improved Approximation Algorithm
for the Partial Latin Square Extension Problem
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Abstract

The problem of completing partial latin squares arises in a
number of applications, including conflict-free wavelength
routing in wide-area optical networks, statistical designs,
and error-correcting codes. A partial latin square is an n
by n array such that each cell is either empty or contains
exactly one of the colors 1 , . . . , n , and eadL color occurs
at most once in any row or column. In this paper, we
consider the problem of finding an extension of a given
partial latin square with the maximum nmnber of colored
cells. Approximation algorithms for this problem were
introduced by Kumar, Russell, aml Sundaram, who gave
a 2-approximation algorithm for this problem that is based
on a 3-dimensional assignment formulation. We introduce a
packing linear programming relaxation for this problem, and
show that a natural randomized rounding algorithm yields
an e/(e - 1)-approximation algorithm.
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cells to obtain Hi. The problem of deciding if a given
PLS is completable is NP-complete [3].
In this paper, we consider the problem of finding an
extension of a partial latin square with tile maximum
number of colored cells. Approximation algorithms for
this problem were introduced by Kumar, Russell, and
Sundaram [9], who gave two results for this problem:
ttmy showed that a natural greedy algorithm is a
3-approximation algorithm (where a p-approximation
algorittlm is a polynomial-time algorittlm that finds a
feasible solution of objective function value within a
factor of p of the optimum); they then gave a matchingbased 2-approximation algorithm that relies on tim socalled assignment linear programming relaxation of the
problem. We introduce a packing linear programming
relaxation for this problem, and show that a natural
randomized rounding algorithm yields a e / ( e - 1)approximation algorithm.

1 Problem statement.
2 A strong integer programming formulation.
The problem of completing partial latin squares arises
in a number of applications, including conflict-free The most natural integer programming formulation of
wavelength routing in wide-area optical networks [1], our optimization problem is as follows: introduce a
statistical designs, and error-correcting codes [4, 5]. A 0-1 variable xljk for eacil cell of the array (i,j) and
partial latin square (PLS) of order n is an n x n array eactl color k; constrain that for each cell (i, j), at most
such that each cell is either enlpty or contains exactly one color k is assigned; constrain that for eacil row i
one of the "colors" 1 , . . . , n , and each "color" occurs at and each color k, there is at most one column of that
most once in any row or column. A latin square (LS) row assigned that color; and symmetrically, for each
of order n is a PLS of order n with no empty cells. column j and color k, there is at most one row of that
A partial latin square is said to be completable if one column assigned that color; nlaximize tile number of
can color its empty cells to obtain a latin square. More assignments made. This is the assignment formulation
generally, one partial latin square, H1, is an extension used in [9].
Instead, observe that each color in a PLS correof another, II2, if one can color (some of) H2's empty
sponds to a (not necessarily perfect) matching of the
rows and columns of the PLS. (If a color is not pre*gomes@cs.cornell.edu. Department of Computer Science,
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number of cells t h a t are colored in the solution found
by the algorithm is

subject to

YkM
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for each k = 1 , . . . , n ;
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It is easy to see that, for any input, the value of the LP
relaxation corresponding to tim packing formulation is
at most the value of the assignment LP relaxation of
the partial latin square extension problem; t h a t is, the
packing formulation provides a stronger upper bound
for this problem. However, note that the size of this
formulation is exponential in the order of the PLS. In
spite of this difficulty, one can apply the ellipsoid algorithm (via its dual) to solve the packing LP relaxation
in polynomial time [8], or apply more specialized LP
techniques designed to give fully polynomial approximation schemes for such packing-type linear programs
(e.g., [10]), or more likely in practice, to simply apply
column generation techniques (e.g., [2]).
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Applying randomized rounding.

We now describe an improved approximation algorithm.
Let y" be an optimal solution to the LP relaxation
of the above packing formulation. For each color k,
we interpret the values {Y~M}ME~k as probabilities
and select exactly one matching for color k according
to these probabilities. Note that this procedure could
result in matchings that overlap. In that case, we
proceed as follows: For each cell where an overlap
occurs, we arbitrarily select a color from among the
colors involved in the overlap. It is easy to see that
the result is an extension of the original PLS.
THEOREM 3.1. Randomized rounding yields a e / ( e - 1 ) -

approximation algorithm for the partial latin square
extension problem.
Proof. Let Y~'M be ml optimal solution to the LP relaxation of the packing formulation, and for each pair (i, j)
and for each color k, define x~j k = ~ M e J v t k : ( i , j ) E M YkM,
n
and set zij = ~ k = l x~jk" In a manner similar to the approach used by G o e m a n s & Williamson [6] for the maximum satisfiability problem, the probability that cell
(i, j) is left uncolored is exactly the product of the values (1-x~.k), k = 1, . . , n, which can be upper bounded
by (1 - z~j/n) ~. By appealing to the concavity of the
function f ( x ) = 1 - (1 - (x/n)) '~, we see that this implies that cell (i, j) is colored with probability at least
(1 - (1 - 1/n)n)z~j. Hence, we find that the expected
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It is straightforward to derandomize the algorithm
by the m e t h o d of conditional expectations. Our analysis of the packing LP formulation is, most likely, not
tight. It would be very interesting to show improved
bounds based on this formulation, possibly by means
of a primal-dual approach. Finally, it is interesting to
note that a randomized selection rule (based on the assignment LP relaxation) has recently been incorporated
within the inner workings of a constraint programming
approach with striking success in speeding up such an
enumerative approach to solving the decision version of
this problem [7].
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